
 
 

Acceptable Use Policy –Adults 
 
 

All members of staff and other adults must understand and sign this AUP. 
The basic principle of this AUP is that the charity devices and connectivity 
may be used only to support the achievement of the charity objectives.  
 
Colleagues must ensure that they fully understand that the consequences 
of inappropriate activity can be severe, leading to dismissal and criminal 
proceedings 

 

 I understand that it is a criminal offence to use the ICT system for a 
purpose not permitted by its owner.  

 I appreciate that ICT includes a wide range of systems, including 
mobile phones, PDAs, digital cameras, email, social networking and 
that ICT use may also include personal ICT devices when used for 
charity business.  

 I understand that the information systems of the charity may not be 
used for private purposes without specific permission from the CEO. If 
permission is given it is on the understanding that no children/young 
adults will be present in the room whilst they are being used.  

 I will ensure that personal data is stored securely and is used 
appropriately, whether in the building, taken off site or accessed 
remotely. Encrypted memory sticks will be used when any personal 
information is taken off site.  No personal data or photographs should 
be stored on an unencrypted memory sticks or disks. The encrypted 
memory sticks are to be bought by the charity and should be used as 
soon as possible. 

 No device will be introduced to IT systems without ensuring it is free 
from malware, inappropriate/illegal content 

 It is not permitted to use another person’s log in details. On occasions 
when log ins are shared the details of this will be recorded in an e 
safety log or similar document. 

 No member of staff will take photographs of young people using their 
mobile phone. 

 Staff Mobile phones should not be used during sessions or when 
children are present, and should be stored so that they are not 
accessible by children. 



 Images of children must be stored in designated area of IT network. It 
is not permitted to remove images off site (on camera, phone or 
storage device). 

 Any inadvertent viewing of inappropriate material or messages 
will be reported to the CEO and recorded on the e-safety log.  I 
understand this report would be confidential and would help 
protect other Young people and myself; 

 Posting anonymous messages and forwarding chain letters is 
forbidden; 

 I understand that the CEO on behalf of the charity may check my 
computer files and activity and may monitor the Internet sites I 
visit. 

 I will immediately report any illegal, inappropriate or harmful 
material or incident I become aware of to the appropriate person. 

 I will not engage in any on-line activity which may compromise 
my professional responsibilities. 

 I will not discuss the charity, its staff, its pupils, or agencies involved in 
the life of the charity on social networking sites.  

 I will only communicate with young people and their carers using 
approved systems 

 I will not try to upload, download or access any materials which 
are illegal (Child abuse images, criminally racist material, adult 
pornography covered by the obscene publications act) or 
inappropriate or may cause harm or distress to others.  I will not 
try to use programs or software that might allow me to bypass the 
filtering / security systems in place to prevent access to such 
materials. 

 Where work is copyrighted (Including music, videos and images) I 
will not either download or share with others. 

 
 
 
 
Signed…………………………………………………    
 
 
Date…………………………………. 
 


